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qarib qarib singlle is directed by raj purohit and has been written by priyadarshan. the film is
produced by manish kapoor and pranay chulet, distributed by pvr pictures and is set for release on
september 27, 2017. the film is touted to be one of the top films of the year. after the success of

her other films such as 2 states and d-day, director raj purohit goes back to the roots in qarib qarib
singlle. the film focuses on two middle-aged friends yogi and jaya (parvathy thiruvothu and irrfan
khan) who decide to travel to the mountains and make a new beginning. qarib qarib singlle has a

slight resemblance to another big hit of 2017, hindi medium. however, while both films have a
similar plot, the comedy and entertainment quotient here is way higher. qarib qarib singlle is far

better than hindi medium in terms of comedy and the jokes are far better. while qarib qarib singlle
promises many laughs, it does not offer much else. the film starts off well but loses steam later in

the film. however, one good sequence and the movie picks up and remains lively till the end. irrfan
khan-parvathy thiruvothu team up again for qarib qarib singlle and the movie promises to be fun,

funny and a romantic. the film is about two middle-aged friends yogi and jaya who decide to travel
to the mountains and make a new beginning. the film is produced by manish kapoor and pranay

chulet, distributed by pvr pictures and is set for release on september 27, 2017. qarib qarib singlle
has a protagonist who doesnt know what she wants. she doesnt even know what she wants from a
relationship. but she knows that she needs some sort of connection. the emotional journey of her

life is the basis of the film. but the film also highlights the fact that its not about how you meet
someone but its about what happens after the meeting. its a welcome change to our rom-com films

where the entire focus is on the meeting and the courtship process.
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in qarib qarib singlle, irrfan plays
hemant, a very successful
businessman who is set on

marrying a doctor to prove his
success, and we see how this is

done through a series of
encounters with various women.
the film is not without its flaws,
but it is a very earnest attempt

to talk about the way our
relationships are changing. in the
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recent past, most films on dating
have relied on cliched

characterisations and bollywood
has been a little lacklustre when

it comes to taking the subject
head-on. the east meets the west
in qarib qarib singlle, a romantic

comedy that explores the
trappings of modern-day dating,

and tells the story of a free-
spirited young woman, finding
love online, and a middle-aged

man who is looking to get back in
the game. with the success of
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dum laga ke haisha and main
hoon mujhse he has also carved

out a niche for himself as a
director of this genre, whose

most recent offering qarib qarib
singlle too does not disappoint. it

has a good ensemble cast,
including anupam kher, who

plays a cop, and has a cameo by
irrfan khan, the actor who plays

the protagonist. qarib qarib
singlle is a road movie-cum-

coming-of-age romance, with a
bittersweet tang to it, and yet it
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is peppy, and fun and fresh: two
adults, a man and a woman,
connect via a dating site, and

find that online, can, sometimes,
translate into something vital
and real, offline. qarib qarib

singlle tells the story of a 35-year-
old widow named jaya who feels
a void in her life. she has been in

the same relationship for the
past 16 years and has not been

able to have a family of her own.
she is also a yoga instructor and
yogi (irrfan khan), the 40-year-
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old poet, is a multi-millionaire
who owns a chain of yoga

centers. he is quirky, talkative
and diametrically opposite to

jaya. but jaya feels connected to
him. yogi tells her that he has
dated three girls in his life and

they all miss him a lot, still. jaya
tells him that he is simply

bragging. yogi remains adamant
on his claims and tells her to join

him in meeting them.
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